PPG network
Notes of meeting held on Tuesday 25 June 2019 in York House, Twickenham
Present:
Name
Bonnie Green
Elizabeth Bowen
(EB)
Diane Arnold (DA)

GP practice
Hampton Wick
Surgery
Hampton Medical
Centre
Broad Lane

Wilma Vlok (WV)

Parkshot Practice

Name
Terry Worster (TW)

GP practice
Park Road

Paul Pegden Smith
(PPS)
Margaret Dangoor
(MD)
Tracey Mcavoy (TM)

Cross Deep Surgery
Sheen Lane
Parkshot Practice

Kingston and Richmond CCGs:
Tonia Michaelides (TM), Managing Director; Dr Graham Lewis, Chair Richmond CCG;
Caroline O’Neill (CON), Senior Engagement Manager (chair); Sue Smith (SS), Lay member
for PPI; Rachael Swan (RS), Engagement Coordinator, (notes).
1.0
Welcome and apologies
Philip Darling, Acorn Group Practice; Penny Alexander, York Medical Practice; Maureen
Chatterly, Twickenham Park; Maggie Ennis, York Medical Practice; Pat Jones, North Road
Practice.
2.0
2.1

Notes from previous meeting
Noted PA is mentioned twice under attendance.

3.0
Matters arising
3.1
TW and BG reported that they had not heard from the Richmond GP Alliance
(RGPA) about work on GP websites. CCG offered to follow-up on this.
3.2
It was confirmed that Primary Care Networks (PCNs) for Richmond had been
approved – communications will be shared on this when available.
Action
CCG to share information on Richmond PCNs with network.
4.0
Moving forward together in south west London
TM provided an overview on the proposed move to one CCG for south west London.
Comments and clarifications
 How will the integrated system deal with recommissioning and procurement? There
will no longer be traditional commissioner/provider split and will move to a more
collaborative process. A local example would be approach taken with outcomes
based commissioning.
 Who will be responsible for decision-making? TM explained that 80% of decisions will
be made locally with support from one CCG where necessary.
 It was noted finances will be delegated locally following move to one CCG.
 Confirmed that Richmond CCG will remain located in Teddington following move.
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Confirmed local Hospitals will be part of the Integrated Care System (ICS). TM to
return to future PPG network meeting to discuss this further.
Questioned whether differences in relationships with local authorities between CCGs
will impact services.
It was noted that all memberships across south west London need to approve move
to one CCG. Noted that NHS England will intervene if move to one CCG does not get
approved by membership and governing body.
Noted that the health and wellbeing board support the move to one CCG if ‘placebased’ (in borough) local systems are ensured.
Confirmed that there will be one CCG for each ICS area by 2021 nationally.
How will local community services be involved? TM outlined that development of
PCNs will involve community health and care services (e.g. district nurses, health
visitors).
Members asked for an infographic which explains governance structure.
If you don’t get approval for the merger, do you have a work stream running in
parallel to look at how you will deliver £7 million savings? TM explained that if the
membership does not support a merger then NHS England (NHSE) will intervene.
Why go out to the GP membership if it’s a “done-deal”. TM replied that the
membership needs to see what is being proposed before it is agreed and to
understand the consequences of not approving a merger.
It was noted the language in the presentation “if we wish to progress” is misleading.
TM confirmed that the presentations have changed since this slide pack was
circulated: the proposal is not about “are the CCGs going to merge” but rather how
and when and what conditions people want in place before approving the merger. TM
confirmed that discussions are ongoing with GPs about what they need to see in
place to approve a merger. Plan B would be intervention by NHSE.

TM asked members for suggestions on how patient voice can be represented in this work.
Members suggested improving PPG recruitment – noted that the development of PCNs
could address this.
TM highlighted that the governing body paper on proposed move to one CCG is available on
CCG website here.
Action
TM to return to PPG network to discuss governance on MFT.
CCG to share governing body paper on MFT.
5.0

Feedback from Primary Care Commissioning Committee (PCCC) and next
steps for review of network representation at PCCC
BG updated members on the PCCC held on 4 June:
 PCN footprints – noted that networks will officially be in place from 1 July 2019.
 Special allocation scheme service (which ensures patients removed from practice
have access to healthcare services) contract was approved for south west London.
 Update on primary care commissioning including out of hours’ (OOHs) performance
and extended access service.
 SWL transforming primary care highlights report on extended access, online
consultations (DoctorLink) and practice resilience.
Clarified that East Berkshire is still the current provider for OOHs in Richmond.
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Members questioned why there is a low uptake of DoctorLink in Richmond practices.
PPG representation at PCCC meetings was discussed. It was noted that CCG will be
reviewing the opportunities for patient voice in primary care programmes of work.
Members are reminded that PCCC papers are available to view on the CCG’s website here.
Action
CCG to clarify status of DoctorLink in Richmond.

6.0
Information sharing
6.1
Parkshot Practice
Following merge with Richmond Green practice, PPG provided positive feedback after first
joint meeting with Richmond Green practice PPG group. Will be raising awareness with
patients on advance directives (living wills) about sharing this with their GP.
PPG is also exploring identification of carers in practice and is encouraging carers to
complete a registration form.
6.2
Sheen Lane
PPG ran an information event on antibiotic resistance in May. Practice GP and senior nurse
from Kingston Hospital talked at the event which around 20 people attended.
6.3
Park Road
PPG is gathering information on local health and care services to help with signposting
patients.
6.4
Cross Deep Surgery
Highlighted that practice support group for diabetes is now running.
6.5
Broad Lane
Patients can now book same day appointments online and by telephone. Analysis of Do Not
Attends (DNAs) revealed that 25% are patients who made a same day appointment and
18% are made 24-48 hours before their appointment. Practice has started thanking patients
who turn up for their appointment in practice newsletter to help address issue. TM
commented that it would be interesting for the practice to identify whether DNAs attended
A&E instead but failed to cancel appointment.
Highlighted senior GP will be going on sabbatical and that a new GP has been recruited.
6.6
Hampton Wick Surgery
PPG is organising an event in October on mental health resilience. PPG met with practice
staff to help understand roles and improve working together - staff recognised the need to
recruit more PPG members.
6.7
Hampton Medical Centre
PPG held a dementia information event where a dementia champion mentioned a local Tea
& Memories café for people living with dementia and their carers. PPG is looking to help
raise awareness of this and reach out to patients without internet access.
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Any other business
7.1
CON highlighted social prescribing workshop hosted by RCVS on 17 July. Members
reported that the event was fully booked – CCG to follow-up on this as PPG members asked
to attend.
7.2
York Medical Practice PPG is considering changing their PPG meeting time and
asked for members to share when PPG meets.
Action
CCG to follow-up with RCVS on social prescribing event.
Request from York Medical practice to share PPG meeting times.
8.0
Agenda planning
 South west London - moving to one CCG
 Update on primary care networks and involving patients
 Kingston Hospital outpatient transformation programme
9.0
Date of next meeting
Tuesday 20 August 2019, The Salon, York House, Twickenham, 6.30 – 8.30 pm
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